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May's Sampler of the Month

"Abundance" from the European Crosstitch Collection caught my fancy when it was first published last year, and I've been wanting to
stitch it ever since. I love the birds and the flowers and the graceful border and, most of all, the sentiment. In today's world where
negativity abounds, It seems important to focus on what we have and not what we don't have. In the words of the designer, "This word
'abundance' reminds me that while there are always more material things to gather, if we take a moment to step back and look at our
lives, we can find the abundance that is already there. Sometimes I find myself so caught up in the details of day-to-day life that I
forget to take a breath and be grateful for all that I have. I decided to create a series of designs with positive words . . . as a reminder
of all the little things I may be taking for granted that truly make my life abundant."
Our model is being stitched on Lakeside's 45c Vintage Mourning Dove with, you guessed it, Belle Soie. This beautiful linen, of course,
comes in any count you desire, 45c, 40c, 36c, 32c, or 28c. The designer used 3 silks for her model ~ I wanted the birds to be a
different color, so I made them blue. This would be equally lovely stitched monochromatically in your favorite color!
During May save 15% on your purchase of the chart ($14) + hand-dyed linen of your choice ($15 for 40c w/2-inch margins) OR 4 Belle
Soie of your choice ($26). Please specify your preferred margins when ordering. Larger margin allowance will increase the fabric cost a
bit.

May's Attic Addict Specials

If you are a member of our Attic Addict's Club, you may save 15% on your purchase of the following during this month of May:

Shepherd's Bush Kits
Shepherd's Bush Mats (usually never discounted ~ discount limited to in-stock mats)
Belle Soie Silks

May's Classes

We will be updating our classes this week, and you may refer to our Web site ~ www.atticneedlework.com/ ~ for details. date changes,
and specific class information, i.e., project photos, descriptions, and prices. The following classes are standards each month:
Beginning Linen, tomorrow, Saturday, May 2, 10:30 - 12:30 (first Saturday of the month)
Sampler Sunday, Sunday, May 17, 1:00-4:00 (third Sunday of the month, unless preempted by a holiday)

November's Sampler Symposium

The weekend's faculty and schedule are still being
finalized and more details will follow in the weeks ahead, but so far we can tell you that you will enjoy some
very special classes/workshops with:
Pat Evans of Lakeside Linens for a hands-on linen dyeing class
Elizabeth Talledo of Dames of the Needle/Fingerwork Designs
Linda Lautenschlager of Chessie & Me
Linda Vinson of Needlemade Designs
?? presenting a slideshow/sampler lecture
The weekend's schedule of workshops will begin on Friday evening, November 13, at 6 p.m. and continue through midafternoon on Sunday,
November 15.

New in the Shop

Three new designs from Praiseworthy Stitches:

"The Bee Keeper's Cottage"

"The Bee Keeper's Cottage"
($12)

"Contentment"($10)

"The Visit" ($15)
From Rouge du Rhin , three fabulously elegant alphabet pamphlets, each $22:

"ABC en Acanthe" ~ "ABC Aux Branches" ~ and "ABC Romantique"
From Marjorie Massey/L3 Passe Compose :

"Facon Quaker" ($37) that includes 5 separate designs ~ and "Maman Sampler" ($27), one of my most favorite designs that was last
May's Sampler of the Month ~ below is a photo of mine in progress, showing the bird that I substituted for the butterfly ~ the same
bird that's on this May's SOM. This is a lovely sampler for Mother's Day. As is Threads of Gold's "Lois Minshall" sampler with its
beautiful sentiment honoring a mother's love:

"A Mother's love, how dear the name,
What bliss unfolds its sacred power.
Then ever may its fairest flame
Illume my evry given hour."

From My Big Toe Designs ~

~ "Quaker Harmony" ($10) ~ "Be Not Forgetful" ($6) and ~

~ and "Live Simply" ($7) ................................... and from Lori/La-D-Da, "Down By the Bay" ($8).
Three very charming designs from Belgium that we can only buy in kit form, kitted with cotton floss and fabric (18) ~

~ "I love you, Kitty" ($45) ~ "10 Tiny Toes" (39) ~ "My First Teddy" ($43) ~ several of these can be personalized with name and birth
date of your beloved child or grandchild.
From Cross-Stitch-Art, ~

~ "Art Nouveau Lilies" ($8) ~ "Birds of Somerset" ($8) ~ "Peacock Eyes" ($8) ~

~ "Nap Time" ($8) ~ "Well Behaved Women" ($8) the small print: " ... never make history" and "Begin each day as if it were on purpose."

~ "Art Noveau Flowers Booklet Vol 3" ($18) ~ "Harmony and Tranquility" (8) ~ "The Ganesha" ($8), and the Haiku (Japanese poetry)
reads: "Obstacles abound, Find space for silence within, The journey brings gifts."

~ "My Brother" ($8) and "My Sister" ($8) .
From Moonflower Designs ~

"Floral 2" ($8) ~ "I Stitch" ($6) ~ "Witches as Friends" ($4).
We were readying these silks and linen to ship to Marjo and loved them so much for this design that we wanted you to see them as well.
Every day we are challenged to stay focused on our project that we loved yesterday ~ because we are constantly falling in love with your
projects as well. Is it any wonder that we have so many started? What a joy it is to play among the beautiful products that we have
available to us, the gorgeous hand-dyed silks and linens!

This linen photographed darker than it really
is ~ it looks like a stormy sky at sea (and on shore), perfect for this design by Brenda Keyes/The Sampler Company, "The Sailor's
Wife Sampler" ($20). Our conversion uses 24 Belle Soie colors. The linen shown above is available in all of Lakeside's fabric counts,
including the 45c shown above.

And here's what the ladies who gathered last night for our weekly stitch-in were working on. This is for Paula's benefit, who's only
been gone a week ~ and we miss her already! I don't have linen and silk information for all of them, but if inquiring minds want to know,
I can find out. I do know, however, where you can get the charts and supplies for these!

Jayne's "Happy Thanksgiving" by Shepherd's Bush

Betsy's "ES Floral Sampler" by With My Needle

Sheri's "Ida Mae Crow" from The Goode Huswife

Helen's "Peacock Pinkeep" over 1 on 28c.

Angelica's variation of "Ackworth Variations" from Needlemade Designs

Carol's completed-as-a-bellpull "Price of Freedom" from The Sweetheart Tree.

Sara's "Village of Hawk Run Hollow" from Carriage House Samplings.

And Sheila's "Rhapsody in Red Sampler from Sampler Cove stitched with 2 Belle Soie reds.
And two of the most recent pieces from Sandy's framing studio:

~ Betsy's "Vierlanden Sampler Anna" from Stickideen von der Wiehenburg (this is currently displayed in the front glass case)

~ and Margie's "Country House Sampler" from Brenda Keyes/The Sampler Company.
With the current interest in 45-count linen, Tanya shares her gorgeous rendition of "The Plantation Sampler" from Canterbury Designs,
first published in 1987.

Tanya stitched hers on 45-count Vintage Maritime White with NPI silks. Mine, on display in the shop, was
stitched in 1988 on 32c Belfast natural with Au Ver A'Soie silks, and I thought it was really uptown! It

pales in comparison to Tanya's. I've never stitched a sampler twice, but this one gives me pause. I still
love it as much today as then, the graceful border, the beautiful trees, particularly the weeping willow
tree, and the expansive front lawn decorated with playful animals. The verse is also lovely. If you're a
sampler lover and don't own this chart, buy it! It's still $5, the same as it was in 1987 when it was first
published ~ and it may not be available forever.
This is again oo long, I know ~ so it's time to hit "Send." Enjoy your week. How can it be the 1st of May? Happy May Day!
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